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Caldon “Cal” Norman was born 4 September 1925 in Minneapolis, Minnesota.  He 
grew up there and graduated from high school in 1943. 
 In November 1943, Cal was inducted into the US Army at Fort Snelling, in 
Minneapolis.  After completing Basic Training, he was assigned to the 100th Infantry 
Division, and sailed to Europe with this unit in October 1944.  During an 
engagement on 3 December 1944 by Wingen-sur-Moder in eastern France, Cal was 
badly wounded by a German hand grenade and, with over one hundred of his 
company, taken prisoner. 
 Due to his combat injuries, the Germans sent Cal to a military hospital facility,  
Reserve Lazarett 104, near the town of Spremberg; he remained here until mid-
February 1945.  At that time, with Soviet troops advancing towards the area, the 
Germans evacuated this facility.  Cal was moved first to IV-A Hohenstein-Ernstthall, 
then to IV-F Hartmannsdorf, before landing at IV-B Mühlberg, which was his final 
POW location.  Soviet forces liberated Mühlberg on 23 April 1945. 
 After several days, Cal was evacuated by American troops, first to France 
then to the United States.  He spent more months fully recovering from his wounds 
and time as POW, before being discharged in November 1945. 
 Again a civilian, Cal used GI Bill benefits and graduated from the University of 
Minnesota in 1949.  He earned a graduate degree from the University of Oregon in 
1955.  Cal spent his career with Portland (Oregon) Public Schools, retiring in 1984. 
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Interview Key: 
T = Thomas Saylor 
C = Cal Norman 
[text] = words added by editor, either for clarification or explanation 
(***) = words or phrase unclear 
NOTE: interview has been edited for clarity 
 
Tape 1, Side A.  Counter begins at 000. 
 
T: Today is 28 April 2005.  This is an interview for the Prisoner of War Oral History 
Project; my name is Thomas Saylor.  This evening I’m speaking by telephone with 
Mr. Cal Norman, to his home in Portland, Oregon.  First, Mr. Norman, on the record 
this time, thanks very much for taking time this evening to be part of this project. 
 Let me put this information on the record.  You were born in Minneapolis on 
4 September 1925.  Attended school there and graduated from high school in 
Minneapolis 1943, was it? 
 
C: Yes. 
 
T: You were inducted into service, entered active service shall we say, on 14 
December 1943 and to jump ahead, the other end of that, you were discharged from 
service 22 November 1945. 
 
C: Yes. 
 
T: You sailed to Europe with your division, the [US Army’s] 100th Division, right? 
 
C: Yes. 
 
T: Sailed October 1944 from Camp Kilmer, New Jersey.  Arrived Marseilles, France, 
late the same month and by late November, early December you were engaged with 
that division in eastern France, in the region known as Alsace. 
I would like to ask you to go back to the night of 3 December 1944.  
Something that, looking at your own memoirs here, you’ve thought about a good 
number of times.  Describe in your own words how it was that you became a 
prisoner of war of the Germans. 
 
C: Well, it really is kind of involved and interesting, and I’ve learned more even after 
having written the book.  Our company started out from a little town called Lohr and 
went toward La Petite Pierre and then went north through—kind of running a 
ridgeline, a long, long ridge.  It must have been six to eight miles.  Something like 
that.  We stopped one night, and then the rest of the time we were just on foot and 
we were going through some open country, some brushy country, some woods and 
so forth.  We were on the crown of this large ridge.  We could look to the west down 
to a road and not a river, but we had heard that C Company was on the other side of 
that road and they were pushing as well. 
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The trek up along the ridge really didn’t amount to too much.  I remember 
my platoon sergeant once noticing that a wild boar had run across the front of the 
group as we came.  But there was no fighting, anything like this.  No shellfire or 
anything like this.  Until we approached kind of the nose of the ridge that looked out 
to the north and to the west to the little town of Wingen sur Moder.  We held up 
there and it was just about dusk, and at the same time my company commander 
and—we had a forward observer team from the 375th Artillery and we also had a 
Heavy Machine Gun Section from D Company of our Battalion group as well.  We had 
holed up there trying to decide what was going to occur, and we knew then that the 
Germans knew where we were because there was some introductory fire off in our 
direction. 
I had subsequently heard that our battalion commander and the company 
commander had both thought that we had been on our feet and on the road, so to 
speak, for all day and that we hadn’t had any additional food.  Hot food—you never, 
never saw it really.  We even needed to be replenished with K rations if we were 
going to continue to exist.  We were also shy of any additional ammunition that we 
would need if we were going to continue, particularly a firefight.  At that time, the 
regimental commander who joined us at Fort Bragg late in the summer—he had 
come from a job that someone said was PT director at West Point.  A staff job and 
nothing else.  Hadn’t led an outfit in combat or a fighting outfit at all up to that time.  
Insisted that—I suppose he was getting heat from somebody—but he insisted that 
we go into the town that night.  The battalion commander said, “No, my best 
judgment tells me that this is not the time.  We’ll go in the morning after we get a 
chance to get rested and repositioned.”  And the company commander agreed.  
Finally the regimental commander said, “You will go!”  You know what the Army 
says…  So they acceded. 
It was interesting that after all of this occurred, in January, the regimental 
commander was relieved and was reassigned to the division, which is a euphemism 
for saying, “Get out of here you horse’s ass.”  The battalion commander was also 
relieved.  It’s interesting that about six or seven years ago, the fellow that had served 
as our battalion executive officer, Colonel O’Dell, came to us via knowing people on 
the way and so forth, saying that he wanted to set the record straight about what 
had occurred, because a great injustice had been done to Lieutenant Colonel Thomas 
Leigh, our battalion commander.  People should know this.  We invited him to our 
small kind of rump session during the division reunion in Louisville, Kentucky, that 
year.  He clued us in on all of this that I had been unaware of before.  It was just that 
horse’s petoot at regiment who really was to blame for most of this as far as I can 
tell.  It was an interesting experience. 
 
(1, A, 63) 
 
T: How much did you know of these kind of decisions or how things were being 
decided at the time? 
 
C: Very little to none.  Sometime later, Fred Stockmeier, who was the radioman for 
the forward artillery group, said that he had heard our company commander on the 
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phone getting orders and saying, okay we’ll go, something to that effect.  But beyond 
that, we knew nothing. 
 
T: Now from your own account you were, the night of the third, in a house.  You’d 
found quarters, at least temporarily. 
 
C: Yes.  We wound up there.  The company started to move across, down off the 
ridge, and across a valley through which runs the Moder River, which really, is no 
larger than Minnehaha Creek, around which I grew up in Minneapolis.  Then the 
Germans knew we were there and they started to pump mortar shells in, 20 
millimeter cannon, and machine guns, and so forth.  The bunch that started across 
that field, one was killed and about fifteen were injured severely.  One guy still walks 
with a brace on his leg after having been in the hospital for two years.  So they really 
thumped. 
It was dark now.  The move into the town was interrupted, and this could 
happen, you know, with an outfit.  After a while people started to link up again, and 
the rest of us who were still at the foot of the ridge, and we were receiving mortar 
fire then, at that time started in across.  I waded through the river and I think I got 
wet up to my knees.  That was about all.  We climbed an embankment and went up 
into an area behind some houses where the Germans had dug in trenches, and it was 
there that we saw the body of a fellow named Shue, who was in our company and 
had also been killed.  We moved into about two or three houses in that corner of the 
town.  It was still so dark you just followed the fellows who were ahead of you.  I 
was separated from some other members of the first platoon, but I knew I’d find 
them in the morning, so I went along with these fellows.  We went into this one 
larger house and into the basement. 
 
T: Did you have any sense that there were Germans quite close to those houses at 
that time, as you went in that house? 
 
C: I didn’t, to tell you the truth.  I knew that they were in the area, but where, I just 
couldn’t say.  It’s interesting that I was just reading a few days ago some material 
that the local people at Wingen sur Moder had written after all of this occurred.  
That same night about twelve or fourteen folk who were residents of Wingen sur 
Moder had been killed or severely wounded by the Germans, in their houses.  So the 
Germans were there.  Most definitely.  But not right under our noses at that 
particular point. 
 
T: So close, but because of circumstances unknown to you. 
 
C: Yes. 
 
T: You had an experience in the basement there with a grenade being thrown into 
the basement there.  The way you describe it, it has to do with the darkness and the 
kind of flurry of events.  How did you sort those out?  What was going on, really? 
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C: Guards were posted—not an adequate number, quite obviously—outside the 
building, and then the rest of us were just…just rest now.  Take advantage of the 
dark.  It’s night.  Get some sleep.  So I was laying on the floor, and a fellow named Bill 
Pebley was next to me.  I know Bill, lives in South Carolina now.  There was an open 
window, a basement window, out into the street.  And after a little bit we heard 
some voices, and some hollering, and footsteps and things and some, it must have 
been a Kraut, stuck his rifle in through this window and fired into the basement.  It 
didn’t hit anything, so no one was hurt. 
Then after a little bit, in came a grenade.  We heard it bounce.  It bounced 
right between me and Bill Pebley.  When it went up it caught me right in my 
backside and my leg and my foot.  It was as if—I’d never had this experience 
before—but as if someone had turned on a blowtorch and run it up and down my 
legs and my backside.  I was blown out into the air and came down, plunk! 
 
(1, A, 115) 
 
T: Do you remember your first thought after that happened? 
 
C: I was frightened as can be.  I didn’t know just the extent of what had occurred or 
anything.  Wanted some assistance.  I asked for help.  The people who were around 
there to give me some idea as to what had occurred.  I think that was…it was just 
really fear, or fright I should say, more than anything else. 
 
T: Could you be aware of how much time is passing here? 
 
C: Going into the basement and the first signs that there might have been Germans 
outside, might have been fifteen to twenty minutes, something like that.  Maybe a 
half hour, I suppose. 
 
T: Once the grenade went off, could you still chart the passage of time or was that 
more difficult? 
 
C: I certainly didn’t give it any consideration.  Shortly after that, then there was lots 
of hollering and carrying on outside and above us.  The company commander I think 
was upstairs in the same house we were in.  The sense and feeling was, let’s get out, 
and that the Germans were there.  I recall the sergeant who was in charge of our 
weapons platoon was busy with another fellow, taking the firing pins out of the light 
machine guns that he had there.  Then everybody was just being herded out.  I don’t 
recall any Germans coming down to flush us out, to tell you the truth, but they 
obviously were close enough and were right there. 
 
T: Were you able walk with help or not? 
 
C: No, I couldn’t.  I think I mentioned that after the fellows who could get up and 
walk and get out were out, then some buddies came down and carried me upstairs, 
and the Germans wanted me to be taken to their kind of first aid station.  So they 
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tore a door off the house and several of them then put me on the door and picked 
the door up and carried me.  I remember vividly, and I thanked both the Lord and 
everyone else I know for these guys.  Percy Reader, who now lives in Florida; Pete 
Gomben, who now lives out in Chicago; and Hugh McDonald, my platoon sergeant, 
who is now dead.  They were three that I can remember who took corners of the 
door and carried me all the way to the first clearing station that the Germans had.  It 
was still in the town, but it was some blocks away. 
 
T: Can you recall what was going through your mind at the time?  I mean, you’ve got 
a serious injury, perhaps the extent of which you’re not sure, and you’re a prisoner, 
and it’s dark and….what were your thoughts at the moment? 
 
C: I suppose I was initially most concerned about getting some kind of assistance 
and help to see just how badly I had been injured.  I think that the fact that the 
Germans were there and we were their prisoners still really hadn’t taken hold the 
way it should have, I suppose. 
 
T: Let me ask you, before that day, 3 December, Mr. Norman, how much thought had 
you ever given to the fact that during the war you might become a prisoner? 
 
C: (laughing) That’s interesting, because on 4 May [2005] a friend of mine who is a 
member of the our chapter of the American Ex-Prisoners of War [organization], he 
in January of ’45 was involved—he was in L Company, 399th of our division—he was 
involved in a nasty, nasty firefight against the crowd near the little town of Lemberg, 
and he was wounded and his buddies had to retreat and they couldn’t take him with 
them.  He hunkered down in a foxhole.  He was a BAR man and he started to fire at 
the Germans, at their backs, when they were still facing his buddies, and he fired at 
them and shot and killed several before the Germans finally turned around and 
made him captive.  That occurred in January ’45.  His platoon sergeant wrote some 
kind of—I don’t know what you’d call it—wanting to have him receive an award for 
his heroism.  On 4 May [2005], next week, at long last—boy, the Army works 
slow!—a Silver Star is going to be given to this fellow, Cam Giacchero (chuckles).  
And our Gordon Smith, our senator from Washington, who is a Republican and I 
can’t stand him, but he’s going to be there and I will smile and be polite. 
 
(1, A, 171) 
 
T: That’s good. 
 
C: It so happens that I was asked to say something at this occasion, and I’ve written 
it down and it’s too far away for me to grab, but one of my pitches is, you know, 
when you’re in this position, you have all kinds of thoughts.  Even regardless of 
where you are, you’re carrying your rifle and guys are shooting at you.  You figure, 
now am I going to be wounded and how bad will it be?  Will I be killed?  What will 
happen?  But not once do you think that you’re going to be a prisoner.  Not once!  
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I’ve talked with buddies and so forth too.  That is as far from your thoughts as 
possible. 
 
T: So closer in your thoughts were the idea that you might wounded, maimed, or 
killed. 
 
C: Yes.  Very definitely. 
 
T: Now that you were a prisoner of the Germans, I mean in a sense, they’ve been the 
enemy up until now.  At a distance, I suppose one might say.  You’ve got them 
literally face to face now.  What was that like? 
 
C: I suppose I go back to the first little aid station.  It didn’t amount to much.  I think 
it was in the basement of a barn, because I was taken in and laid on some hay and 
then my buddies who had carried me were sent away.  They were told to go away.  
The German who was in charge pulled my pants down and saw that I hadn’t lost my 
balls.  He said, you’re okay there.  I remember that distinctly, and I guess I was 
pleased. 
 
T: Yes.  As you might be. 
 
C: After a while several other wounded Germans were in the area too.  Then an 
ambulance came in and loaded us up and took us back to the next stop in their 
system of evacuation.  
 
T: At any time in those first stops, when you were in the Germans’ hands, as it were, 
did you fear for your safety? 
 
C: No, I really didn’t.  Believe it or not.  I think that I spent about a day in a house.  It 
must have been in another town.  Close by.  There were Germans there in charge.  I 
was just laying in one corner of the room.  They made a, kind of a minimal effort to 
converse.  But they had no more English than I had German.  It was interesting.  The 
only phrase I could remember in German was one I had read in one of the books, 
little pamphlets, that the Army gives you.  It was Antworten Sie ja oder nein, and that 
sure didn’t help. 
 
T: That’s German for “Answer yes or no.”  Right. 
 
C: (chuckles) They really kind of ignored me.  They saw to it that I got fed, and then 
when it came time to load me for the next trip, they were solicitous in that sense.  
But they had other things on their mind. 
 
T: To sort of make this a bigger question, how did you feel towards the Germans 
after the war and how do you feel towards them today? 
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C: We visited in Germany in ’89.  I’ve never gone back to the area, because that was 
in East Germany at that time.  I suppose I would be interested in going back now and 
take a look at some of the spots.  But I’m not ready to drive to that extent.  I think my 
attitude is really tempered by the time.  I think that there are any number of them 
who are still archconservative Nazis.  My age or older.  I have no time for them.  But I 
think that there are so many others that I’ve met, just kind of in passing, as they 
come to schools and so forth, through Portland…I don’t have any really strong 
feelings toward the Germans. 
 
T: Would you characterize the majority of your experiences as a POW with the 
Germans as more positive, more negative, or value neutral? 
 
C: It’s kind of interesting, because when I compare my own experience—and it was 
because I had been wounded.  So I was in the charge of the German Army (***)…I 
never had to go out to work.  Buddies of mine were quarrying stone and so forth 
down in the area around Chemnitz [city in southeast Germany] and this kind of 
thing.  Others were working on the railroad around Dresden [city in southeast 
Germany] at that horrible time [reference to February 1945 destruction of Dresden 
by US and British firebombing].  I never had to do anything like that.  I was just 
always recovering.  And then, it was so far along finally, that I think they gave up on 
me. 
 
(1, A, 237) 
 
T: You were a PFC when you were captured, is that right? 
 
C: Yes. 
 
T: So you were eligible for work details had you been healthy. 
 
C: Oh, yes.  Oh, yes.  The minute they had decided that I was well enough to get up 
and get around, that’s where I was going to go.  You can be sure. 
 
T: Now within a week here, by 9 December by your account, you were at Spremberg 
[large town in far southeast Germany] at Reserve Lazarett 104, where you remained 
until…it looks like about 18 February 1945. 
 
C: Yes. 
 
T: So a number of months you spent there.  What kind of facility was that, from your 
memory? 
 
C: I’ve been trying to think about that.  It was either old folks’ home or a Kinderheim 
[children’s home], one of the two.  There were several good sized buildings, and it 
was right on the banks of the Spree River.  I remember that.  I’ve been trying to 
locate it again, and I have written to people in Spremberg.  They gave me a map, but 
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it didn’t help me that much.  There were two kind of sections across from a 
courtyard where the Americans were kept.  There were about a dozen of us who 
were kept in a small ward, really by ourselves, and the GIs in the other section 
brought our food over to us and things like that. 
 
T: How large a facility was this overall?  Could you tell? 
 
C: A couple of the buildings, must have been several stories.  At least two or three 
stories.  Because there were washroom facilities and this kind of thing in the part 
that we were in.  I really didn’t spend too much time in the other area, so I really 
can’t be sure.  But you know how so often buildings are kind of built around a 
central area.  Even the farmhouses were.  This was reminiscent in some ways of that.  
But they were larger structures than that. 
 
T: I see.  Overall, were there Americans here and other nationalities that you 
remember seeing? 
 
C: There were a few Russians that we heard about.  There were French.  In fact, 
there was a French doctor in the area who had volunteered to go from France into 
Germany to work with French POWs.  He wasn’t a prisoner himself, even though he 
was restricted, in some sense, in how he could move around.  He volunteered this.  
He was a very handsome fellow.  I remember he wore plus fours and shiny black 
puttees and…looked like the essence of what you would consider a French officer to 
be. 
 
T: Now, as a person who was wounded here, were the other Americans with you 
wounded as well? 
 
C: Yes.  We all were.  There was one fellow from the 5th Division who had been badly, 
badly injured by shrapnel.  In fact, he was in a body cast for a long time.  He was 
from Wisconsin.  Blackwater or Black River Falls, Wisconsin.  Something like that.  
He still chewed tobacco and had to spit into something.  They let him do that.  He 
went with us all the way down to the hospital outside of Chemnitz, and there he died 
and he was buried there.  I think he’s since been re-interred back here.  But he’s the 
only one to my knowledge who died.  The others, the minute they got well enough to 
march, they left to go back to Stalag III-B, the big one [main camp]. 
One fellow who was in the bed next to me, Jim Chapman, he was in the 44th 
Division, his whole back was just one raw sore.  You can imagine.  It was shrapnel 
that had done it.  Jim had a tough time.  In fact, he stayed at the hospital at 
Hohenstein after I left.  He was there when they were liberated.  But Jim…I 
mentioned some things about him.  He was a good fellow.  He had a good sense of 
humor.  He was a couple years older than I.  He graduated from Amherst [University 
of Massachusetts].  Then his dad and his family had some timberland up in upstate 
New York.  And up until a few years ago he and the family were running kind of a ski 
resort in that area. 
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(1, A, 305) 
 
T: Now, what about the Germans here?  In such a small place, did you come into 
contact with them fairly regularly? 
 
C: We did.  But they were…it was the German Kommandant.  We had one fellow, he 
was an Unteroffizier and his name was Fritz Besarius.  He had been there long 
enough so that any four letter swear word that the American knows, he knew.  And 
he used it indiscriminately.  He was a pleasant person and he was very discreet 
when it came to…he didn’t do any kind of talking about the war or anything like this, 
outside of saying it was bad.  He was a pretty decent soul.  He got along well with 
Ken Saylor.  Ken isn’t any relative of yours, is he? 
 
T: Well, you know, I saw the name in your account and I did a double take, because 
we don’t see our name all that often.  But being from Iowa, I think you mentioned, I 
would imagine he was not. 
 
C: I see what you mean.  Well, they got along fairly well and he would…there was 
another guard who came in, I don’t recall his name, who lived at Cottbus, which is 
the big town north of Spremberg.  He would bring down a newspaper now and again 
to Ken, and Ken would kind of read it over to the extent that he could and share the 
information with us.  That really is about the only…and then of course, there was 
Oberstabarzt Dussa, who was in charge.  His visits were primarily clinical.  There 
was no little jabbering.  But he had a boss who would come through now and again, 
and the Americans and the Germans thought that he was just a big Nazi because he 
came through with the “Heil Hitler” salute and all this business.  He had very little to 
do with us. 
 
T: Was there a daily routine here?  In other camps men will talk about falling out for 
roll calls twice a day and a number of things that happened on a regular basis.  Was 
there a routine here where you were at Spremberg? 
 
C: Of course, there was no falling out for anything.  They would come in and check.  I 
think that they didn’t do that as regularly as they could, because they knew we 
weren’t going to run any place.  We were locked into this particular ward.  You could 
only get out by someone who had a key.  I don’t think the routine was really…the 
other GIs coming in with coffee and a piece of bread in the morning, something for 
lunch, and for the evening meal.  Then also, of course, the medics would come in, the 
Germans would come in, and if there were to be more treatment or more bandaging, 
things like this, this they would take care of.  I don’t think there was necessarily a set 
time for that. 
 
T: With a lot of time to pass, during the waking hours, how did you do that?  What 
did you do with your time during the day? 
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C: That’s kind of interesting, because there were a few books that were there.  I still 
remember vividly the title of one book that we all read and enjoyed.  It was a book 
called The Face in the Aspic, and it was the story of high living in private clubs in 
New York City (laughs). 
 
T: And you still remember the name of it.  That’s interesting. 
 
C: I do.  There was reading.  I recall also getting a hold of a college biology text and 
finally deciding that never was I going to take biology (chuckles).  Beyond that, I 
learned how to play cribbage.  I learned how to play whisk.  And I learned the 
rudiments of bridge.  Oh gosh!  There was so just so much small talk that it was 
terrible. 
 
T: So there was time to pass and you kind of filled it as you could. 
 
C: That really amounts to what it was.  Really.  Because we were pretty limited at 
first.  I don’t think I was ambulatory until into January, if I recall.  So there really 
wasn’t much going or coming at that stage of the game.  I think after that we all took 
turns emptying the honey bucket.  We had a chair that was our toilet in a corner of 
the room… 
 
End of Tape 1, Side A.  Side B begins at counter 383. 
 
T: Did you get any kind of post, mail from home? 
 
C: None.  In fact, I wrote one letter and I think I included a copy of that in my little 
European odyssey. 
 
T: You did. 
 
C: That didn’t come until after I had gotten home in ’45.  I don’t think my folks had 
even gotten it at that time.  I think I wrote more than once.  But nothing either way. 
 
T: It must have been tough for your folks, not really having any news at all. 
 
C: I would imagine. 
 
T: When you got back from overseas, were your parents both still alive? 
 
C: Oh, yes.  My dad died in, I think, 1970.  My mother died in 1994.  She died two 
weeks shy of her 101 birthday. 
 
T: Being in a location like Spremberg, rather isolated as it were, how much did you 
know, you and the men around you, about how the war was going? 
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C: It varied.  I think after a while Ken Saylor, who was pretty good about sharing any 
kind of information he got, had news of what occurred in the Ardennes.  16 
December [1944] and so forth.  He shared that, and he was a little skeptical at first, 
but then there were enough signs that what the Germans had said really hung true, 
and so he acknowledged it.  So we did get some information like that now and again. 
 
T: Were you aware of how close the Russians were, because they were much closer 
than the Americans. 
 
C: Oh, yes.  We were kept informed by Ken and also the Posten [German: guard] who 
lived in Cottbus of how close they were and this kind of thing.  At one time Cottbus 
was bombed by either the Americans or British, I don’t recall which.  This had to 
have been sometime maybe toward the end of January, the early part of February.  
This particular guard was really shaken by it.  He would come and tell Ken stories, 
and then Ken would relay them, that when Germans were being evacuated from 
East Prussia and Silesia and so forth they were coming through Cottbus, and he told 
Ken about bodies, frozen bodies, laying out along the tracks of the railroad station.  
Children and so forth.  People coming through.  I think I mentioned in the book that 
at one time Ken and another one of the medics also were given permission to take 
walks in the neighborhood with a guard.  I don’t think they really gave them parole 
necessarily, but they were given permission. 
Ken came back once and he had run into some American flyers who had been 
marched out of Stalag Luft III, Sagan.  One of their stops was at Spremberg, and then 
at Spremberg they got aboard boxcars that took them down toward Nuremberg and 
so forth. 
 
T: That’s right.  That’s the account of the evacuation of Luft III.  It went through 
Spremberg, which was a rail junction. 
 
C: Yes.  Most definitely.  We were kind of amazed to have heard that.  It was 
interesting, because some years ago I was in charge of an elementary principals’ 
conference here and was hunting for an expert.  I remembered a fellow whose name 
now is gone, who taught in education at the University of Pittsburgh, and he and I 
were talking at one time.  He was in that march out of Sagan as well, and he 
remembered stopping in Spremberg, and I had written him a few days, sometime 
later asking if he could recall the date because I was putting this together, and he 
remembered.  He said he had been keeping a diary on toilet paper, or something like 
that, the whole time.  He got back and gave me the date that he had gone through 
Spremberg, which was amazing. 
 
T: Yes.  One more way of checking your own account, your own memories. 
 
C: Indeed. 
 
T: Say, you know, when Spremberg, the Lazarett, was evacuated, did you have any 
advance warning that this was going to happen? 
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(1, B, 428) 
 
C: We had some [advance warning] because…first off, those who were able to walk 
left with a couple of the medics and they started north.  I recall one young fellow 
from Kansas.  I heard later, when I ran into Ken Saylor at Camp Lucky Strike in 
France, that he had been killed in a bombing incident on the way.  So most of the 
guys who were ambulatory, they left.  The only ones who left with us were those 
who couldn’t make it by themselves on their own feet.  I don’t know if I mentioned, 
there was a young fellow who was Jeep driver for the 45th Division who had run 
over a mine, and he had lost both of his legs below the knees.  He was one of our 
bunch. 
 
T: How did your own health improve over the months that you were at Spremberg?  
By the time the camp was evacuated, it’s more than two months since your injuries. 
 
C: Yes.  I suppose I got very, very soft because I just didn’t move around much, to tell 
you the truth.  When I think back on it, particularly after having talked at length with 
some of my buddies who went the other way, the other group, they were marched 
all the way out to Limburg and so forth.  When I was moved into this ward I was 
right next to the stove.  Even though the number of briquettes was very limited, I 
was warm, and my buddies were freezing to death either in boxcars or walking or in 
a Stalag or an Arbeitskommando at that time.  From that point of view, I was in hog 
heaven. 
 
T: Did you lose weight as a POW? 
 
C: Oh, yes.  I can’t tell you now.  I think that I came home weighing between 135 and 
130.  I think.  I just don’t remember. 
 
T: What was your typical weight before you went overseas or at the time you were 
captured? 
 
C: I would guess 145 or 150.  I was skinny but tall at that time. 
 
T: To get back to our main point, you don’t remember much advance notice, as it 
were, that the camp was going to be evacuated. 
 
C: We knew that we were going to have to go, because the ones who could walk 
picked up and did leave.  Then it was just a matter of waiting for the Germans to get 
transport together and to move us.  And that took several days. 
 
T: By February of ’45 it would for them.  Did that cause any consternation for you?  
In a sense, Spremberg is an island, but a safe one. 
 
C: Yes.  In a way, yes.  Our first thought at the end of the first truck was at the little 
town of Ruhland, and there we were put in a barn for the night, right next to the 
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road.  On the road, some Czechoslovakian Jews in the striped concentration camp 
gear were constructing a—I don’t know what the term is—but a barricade across 
the road to stop tanks and things like this.  I remember vividly watching a black 
uniformed guard—and by the way, the guards who were with us made some 
comments about those other guards, the black uniforms.  They weren’t all that good.  
But I do recall vividly one of those guards picking up his rifle and swinging to the 
extent he could and smacking the side of one of those tall fellows in concentration 
camp garb, knocking him flat.  The guy came up slowly and had to pay all kind of 
obeisance.  The German guard hollered at him the whole time.  That was really 
shaky to see. 
And later on that same night—we had a few supplies to feed us for the time 
down toward Chemnitz—the German guard who was with us said it would be okay 
if we slipped some of the food to some of those prisoners, and they came around the 
back of the barn, very quietly, and slipped away.  Paul Kjellson, who was another 
good Iowan, gave them some bread out of the minimal supplies that we had.  I 
remember that. 
 
T: In a sense, you’re seeing a different face of the Germans than you’ve seen up until 
now. 
 
C: Kind of.  On the part of some of them.  Yes. 
 
T: Was that unsettling in any way to think that what was happening there could 
happen to you? 
 
(1, B, 477) 
 
C: I don’t think it struck me [that what was happening there could happen to me], to 
tell you the truth.  I think that I was aware of the fact that I was a prisoner and 
supposedly under the protection of the Geneva Convention.  It could have occurred 
and it obviously did occur.  Something that I read in the New York Times book review 
section that came in the mail today.  Berga and so forth, where Americans of Jewish 
extraction or Jewish faith had been separated out and worked.  No, I don’t think it 
struck me.  I do recall once that a German guard was making a list of names before 
we got going to the truck and so forth, and he could pronounce my name, Norman.  
He said, “That is a good name.” (chuckles) 
 
T: So at times there was banter between the Germans and yourself. 
 
C: Very low key.  Yes. 
 
T: You made a couple of brief stops, as you call them, at Hohenstein-Ernsthall and at 
Hartmannsdorf. 
 
C: Yes. 
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T: All this as stops on the way for IV-B Mühlberg, which was your final POW 
location.  Those two pit stops, you weren’t there very long, but what was the 
purpose of each of those stops?  Were they simply places to hold you? 
 
C: Partially.  I think that the hospital at Hohenstein-Ernsthall was a larger POW 
hospital, and at one time it had received persons who were being evaluated for 
repatriation before the war was over.  I think there was another one at Annaburg, 
which is in that same general area.  There were lots of British fellows who had been 
in Germany for a couple of years at least and other Americans as well.  So this was 
again, a case of evaluating us from a health point of view and how we had healed up.  
I think I was there about five to six days, as I recall.  Saw doctors. 
 
T: So you were aware of the assessment, what the purpose was? 
 
C: Yes. 
 
T: Do you remember wishing that you would or wouldn’t be repatriated?  Did you 
care one way or the other? 
 
C: I don’t think I gave it much thought, to tell you the truth.  I think that we were, at 
that stage of the game, close enough to things that I just wanted to be able to stay 
relatively healthy until I knew that we would be repatriated and we would be 
liberated by the Americans or the Russians. 
 
T: And on that question, did it matter to you, as you think back, did it matter to you 
then if it was the Americans or the Russians that found you first? 
 
C: At that time, any port in a storm, it seemed to me.  We were just glad for anyone 
who would run the Germans off.  We had second thoughts then when the Russians 
were so terribly slow about doing anything.  I think that it was several days after 23 
April that finally the GIs who could march were marched out toward the town of 
Riesa, which is just a little ways south on the Elbe River too.  Then those of us who 
couldn’t march, and I was one then because I had—as I told you, I had been in for 
more surgery getting rid of the big chunk of shrapnel out of my right foot—we were 
held until transport, the Russians could get transport together to take us down as 
well. 
 
T: That’s right.  It was more than three weeks before you actually found US forces. 
 
C: Yes.  Very much so. 
 
T: How did you experience the liberation at Mühlberg, which was 23 April by your 
account.  How did that go? 
 
C: It was kind of gradual in a way, because you could see the Germans leaving and 
streaming by on the road.  By the Stalag.  Going toward the west.  You knew that 
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things were close.  Then it seems to me that they were actually abandoning the 
guard towers and things like that.  Just occurred at one time.  I do remember this, 
that a couple of days before we were liberated the fellow in charge of the hospital, 
he must have been a Frenchman, came through and he had a message for the Polish 
fellows.  There was one Polish fellow in our particular ward in the POW hospital.  
Telling them that the Germans were going to be leaving, and that any Poles who 
wanted to go with them and avoid the Russians could.  This one fellow, who perhaps 
was a year or two older than I, picked up and left.  He would have nothing to do with 
the Russians. 
 
(1, B, 532) 
 
T: Do you remember any consternation yourself as the Russians arrived? 
 
C: No.  Because it occurred, really, kind of so matter of factly.  I think the next day a 
big handsome Russian colonel came through the hospital and the wards with a big 
smile and shaking hands with all of the patients.  Then he disappeared, and that’s 
about as much as we really saw of them. 
 
T: So really, there was no…it wasn’t any kind of fanfare when they arrived. 
 
C: Now, there might have been [Russians] in the camp, but you see, I was outside of 
the camp in the hospital at that time. 
 
T: What happened in the days after?  In a sense, one thinks of liberation as the end of 
the story, and for you, as you describe in your own account, that wasn’t the case. 
 
C: (laughing) No.  That’s true.  When they transported us to Riesa there was a 
formation and so forth, and I saw some of the fellows, Loy Hanby, a fellow from 
Georgia, I think he’s still alive.  He was in the same ward with us at Spremberg.  He 
was there, and Punchy Brandon, a fellow who worked for Boeing until he died here a 
few years ago.  They were there.  I saw them.  They already had a room, so I was 
welcomed in there.  I think the most amazing thing to my way of thinking was 
something that I might have mentioned.  During one of the formations in the 
morning, and they just had a formation so they could pass word and do things, I 
turned around.  Here was a tall, thin skinny guy with whom I went to grade and high 
school with in Minneapolis.  Gordy Hanson. 
Gordy’s dad, Erling Hanson, was an ophthalmologist in Minneapolis and 
taught at the University of Minnesota Medical School in that specialty.  Gordy lived 
in the country club area.  Now, money was no problem in the Depression days for 
him.  But very handsome and good looking fellow who had signed up for the 
paratroops.  I don’t think he was a part of the 17th.  He and his bunch were pushed 
into the fighting in the Ardennes to kind of stop things in early January, and they 
were pitched off and they were captured, I think outside of Bastogne.  Gordy 
escaped then from that with a couple of his buddies and they were fast and loose in 
the town and in the area, I should say, until finally, I think it was around 
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Gelsenkirchen [city in western Germany] that he and his buddies were starving and 
they broke into a shop and took food, and they were caught and they were turned 
over to the SS or the Gestapo.  Gordy was court martialled for that offense (***) and 
he was sentenced to be hanged.  When we were liberated on 23 April, Gordy was in 
the punishment cell at the camp just waiting for the day. 
 
T: Was he happy to see the Russians arrive, I imagine. 
 
C: I’m sure he was.  Bless his heart.  Gordy passed away about five or six years ago 
from lung cancer, and I’m sure that it was TB that he contracted on the way home.  I 
can recall visiting him in the sanitarium at Glen Lake. 
 
T: How did that play out there at Riesa?  In a sense, things sound like they’re 
petering out with no end in sight. 
 
C: It really was kind of strange I thought, because the guys were picking up and 
leaving.  Somebody from Company A had done it.  Even though they knew that there 
were bands of Germans still afloat and would be very willing to kill an American or 
Brit or anything like that.  But guys were still making their way to the Americans the 
best way they could, and finally I guess we decided—there were about five or six of 
us—that there was no way we were going to wait around any longer because the 
Russians said trucks were coming, and they never came and they had another 
excuse for it.  So that’s what prompted us to pick up and find a hole in the fence. 
And you know, we did it the old fashioned European refugee way.  We got a 
hold of a baby buggy and we put all our junk in the baby buggy, which didn’t amount 
to much, and we trundled down the darkest blackest night that I can recall down 
toward Oschatz.  We ran into a couple of Russians who had just come off some girls 
I’m sure, because they were still smiling and boozy as can be, and they stopped.  
Then we kept going, and I do remember Punchy Brandon sensing a Russian 
guard…asking him for the time or something.  We heard the guard putting a 
cartridge in the chamber so we just left quick. 
 
(1, B, 596) 
 
T: It sounds like a surreal image really.  You’ve got this baby buggy full of stuff and 
you’re kind of walking down the street. 
 
C: (laughing) I can’t recall the name of the town, but we finally, when daylight came, 
we were all pooped.  We went into a barn and it was interesting because there was a 
German soldier in there with his girlfriend as well, and I know she was cadging 
cigarettes, or trying to.  We got on the road the next morning.  Here came the 
Russian truck along with people on it, and we hailed them down and sure, he’d give 
us a ride.  All the way down to the river and to Wurzen, the town we were after. 
 
T: Did you know where to find Americans as you were going? 
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C: We had a general idea that we were heading toward Oschatz.  We had heard that 
they were there.  Well, they weren’t there—they had been there, but they retreated 
back to…I can’t remember the name of the river.  That’s where the 69th Division was.  
We were rather sure that they were there. 
 
T: How many other men were traveling with you, two? 
 
C: There must have been about five or six of us at the time.  Myself and Punchy.  Ken 
and Gordon, four.  John Thompson, five.  I believe six. 
 
T: And how were you getting around at that time? 
 
C: I was walking, quite obviously.  I don’t think I was bandaged anymore, unless it 
was just for a little more support.  Something like that.  Because the shrapnel that 
was left was in the middle of my right foot and I had some nerve damage in there 
too.  My foot wasn’t all that steady. 
 
T: Did the Americans find you or did you find them? 
 
C: We got to the Mulde River.  We got to a bridge over the Mulde that had been 
destroyed, except either the Germans or the Americans had put enough boards and 
things in between so you could get across that way.  I remember navigating across 
that, and there were some Germans with us too.  There was a GI, a red-headed one, 
and I was red-headed in those days too, from the 69th Division at the end, and he 
was giving the Germans a tough time, telling them that they didn’t belong on that.  
But they saw us and told us where to report, where to go, which was rather close to 
the other end of the bridge.  We gathered there, and they said a truck will be along to 
pick you up in a little while.  I remember too that there was a group of about five or 
six Poles who also were being held there under guard because they had gotten 
boozed up and raised all kinds of sin in town and the Americas arrested them at the 
time. 
 
T: Those days you were between leaving Riesa and arriving at Wurzen there, as 
you’re wandering around, did you encounter German civilians at all? 
 
C: No.  Very, very few.  This was farm country pretty much.  I think that they were 
really sticking pretty close to home.  They were tilling the fields and getting things 
ready for planting at the time of the liberation.  But I think that the Russians just 
descended on them so much at that time and stole them blind and everything that 
they were goofy about everything.  I think the soldier and his girlfriend in the barn, 
the gal who was trying to catch cigarettes from us, were about as close as we got to 
civilians during that trip, that I can remember. 
 
T: It’s interesting.  In a sense, you’ve got a landscape with houses from time to time 
but no people. 
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C: That’s just about it.  That really is just about it. 
 
T: Were you evacuated through Camp Lucky Strike? 
 
C: Yes.  We were flown.  We were trucked to an airbase…  It wasn’t an airbase, it was 
a landing strip outside of [the city of] Halle.  We were in GI trucks and we went 
through Leipzig, and that was my first experience with a large city that had just been 
devastated by bombing.  We were just in small towns in France.  That really was an 
eye opener.  And Halle was the same.  We went to, I think, the landing strip was at 
Merseburg, as I recall.  There were C-47s [transport aircraft] there and they just 
loaded us aboard.  Some poor guys had never been on an airplane before and the 
flight wasn’t all that smooth and they were getting sick all over.  That wasn’t a great 
flight. 
 
(1, B, 664) 
 
T: No.  Not for them, or the others, I suppose. 
 
C: True.  And they flew us to Rheims, in France.  We spent one night in a hospital 
there, or a barracks or something.  Then the next day they put us aboard a hospital 
train that took us from Rheims all the way to Camp Lucky Strike.  We went through 
Amiens, I remember, and we went through St. Valery.  We didn’t get near Paris.  
Were trucked to Lucky Strike. 
 
T: When you got to Lucky Strike there, what kind of, what we might call debriefing 
did you have by military officials?  What did they ask you about your POW 
experience? 
 
C: I really don’t recall too much.  If there was anything, it was relatively perfunctory, 
and I would imagine under the aegis of the Red Cross. 
 
T: So you don’t remember specifically being asked where were you, how were you 
treated, et cetera. 
 
C: If I did, it’s escaped me.  And it’s quite conceivable that was the case.  But it was 
really rather perfunctory, I think. 
 
T: And were you shipped or flown back to the US? 
 
C: We took a ship.  The word was out that after a while, things were moving slowly 
at Lucky Strike, that if you wanted a pass to go to Paris and wanted a pass to go to 
England, you could.  They would see to it you got there, but you lost your place in 
line to go home.  You had to start all over again.  And I guess I was antsy enough at 
that stage of the game just to get home first.  I really didn’t go anyplace to speak of.  I 
stayed really pretty close.  I ran into several old friends.  My first sergeant, John 
Goodlow, was there and I had a chance to talk with him and guys from A Company I 
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ran into.  I ran into Bill Pebley and Denny Raymer and guys like this.  We spent some 
time talking. 
 
T: When you ran into guys that you had known, what kind of experiences or things 
did you trade back and forth? 
 
C: I suppose that we wanted to know where they had been and what they had done 
as much as anything.  That gave us some kind of a clue.  When they were liberated 
and how.  By what troops.  A lot of guys had been liberated by the Russians, but 
others had been liberated by the Americans.  The guys were down near Chemnitz 
were liberated by the Americans.  I think it was the 76th Division down there. 
 
T: So you can kind of a common experience all of you, but you sort of wanted to find 
out the specifics. 
 
C: I think that’s true.  Yes.  I think that still goes on when we get together now.  My 
division is having a reunion in Philadelphia this coming year.  I went to the one in 
Boston last year.  We still, every once in a while, will go through some incident, 
things that we can recall. 
 
T: Right.  Let me move ahead to being back in the United States.  Once you got back 
to the States, how soon was it before you were able to get back to Minnesota to see 
your family? 
 
C: It really happened fairly well.  We landed at Newport News [Virginia] and were 
taken to Camp Patrick Henry and we were there for no more than a couple of days, 
and finally they just put a bunch of cars, dragged some cars up to a siding and loaded 
us.  It was interesting.  These boxcars, these cars I should say, they had been used by 
the railroad down there, because the one car that we wound up with had about one 
quarter of it was upholstered seats and the rest was wicker seats, the kind that used 
to be on the streetcars in Minneapolis.  That was the black section.  If you were black 
and you were on the train, that’s where you rode.  So it was a matter of trying to be 
comfortable, and that wasn’t terribly easy that way.  I think our first big stop, long 
stop, was in Chicago.  It took us, I don’t know how long to get there.  A couple days 
I’m sure. 
 
T: When you got back to Minneapolis, your folks still lived in Minneapolis at that 
time? 
 
C: Yes. 
 
(1, B, 733) 
 
T: Did you see them right away? 
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C: We arrived at Fort Snelling in the evening and I got on the phone and talked to my 
folks.  I had talked to my mother beforehand when we were at Camp Patrick Henry.  
So she knew that I was in the States. 
 
T: And she knew that you were probably headed that way. 
 
C: Yes.  My dad drove out to Fort Snelling and picked us up. 
 
T: Did you have brothers and sisters at the time? 
 
C: Oh, yes.  I have two sisters and one brother, all of them still alive, believe it or not. 
 
T: Genes do run in your family, don’t they? 
 
C: My older sister, I think she’s eighty-five, and my brother is two years younger 
than I.  My younger sister is about eight or nine years younger than I. 
 
T: When you got back to Minneapolis then, how many of them were at home? 
 
C: My brother was because he wasn’t drafted until that fall.  My younger sister, 
Barbara, was.  I can’t remember for sure if my older sister was there or… 
 
End of Tape 1.  Tape 2, Side A begins at counter 000. 
 
T: —and first saw your folks and those of your siblings that were there, how much 
did they ask you, specifically about your POW experience? 
 
C: I think they were curious, and I don’t think that they really deluged me at this 
stage of the game, but over the weeks and so forth, they would ask other things that 
came to their minds and so forth.  Kind of a gradual thing. 
 
T: Did they, from your memory, ask you questions also about your combat soldier 
experiences? 
 
C: Oh, some.  I don’t think as much as maybe someone my age who had been 
involved in the same thing would have. 
 
T: When your folks or your sisters, brother, asked you questions, how much do you 
feel you told them in reply? 
 
C: I would guess that I was polite to the extent that I responded to what they asked, 
but I don’t think that I really dug much deeper or farther, to tell you the truth. 
 
T: And why would you say that was at that time? 
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C: Getting home was a whole new ballgame in lots of ways.  There was so much to 
get caught up on.  I think I was the one asking as many questions as they, in some 
ways. 
 
T: As a young man, you’d been away for a while. 
 
C: Since the previous June.  So it was a year I had been away.  Which certainly wasn’t 
as long at all in comparison to some guys who went out for two or three years. 
 
T: You know, in your own memoir account here, you’ve got some excerpts of things 
you wrote in 1946. 
 
C: Oh!  Didn’t I throw them away or anything? (chuckles) 
 
T: No.  They’re in there, and that made me think about how you began to record, 
either on paper or in your own mind, what had happened to you as a POW. 
 
C: I suppose it was a matter of reflection and having time and being willing to.  I’ve 
always written and I’ve always enjoyed writing.  In fact, I’m winding up now about 
twelve years of doing the newsletter for my Army outfit, and I’m winding it up 
because I think we’ve told it all.  I remember also being…I was the editor of my high 
school newspaper, and it seemed to me I edited a newsletter for the Legion post in 
Minneapolis. 
 
T: So writing is something that’s always been in your blood. 
 
C: I think so.  I think I’ve always enjoyed it and I think I did rather well with it, 
roughly speaking.  Nobody burned my things or anything like this (chuckles).  I still 
don’t have the great American novel in the back of my head or anything like that. 
 
T: When you look back at stuff you wrote in 1946 about your POW experience, how 
does that stuff strike you now? 
 
C: Every once in a while, maybe once every two or three years, I’ll go back over some 
of it and I will amaze myself (chuckles).  That I have thought that carefully and well 
about some of these things. 
 
T: How do you think you’ve changed over the years in the kind of things that you 
choose to record or choose to remember about that time? 
 
C: In some ways I suppose that I’ve said it all for me.  It’s interesting, because one of 
my buddies will send me something from their past, and it will trigger another 
memory of mine and I’ll kind of go back and go off on a little tangent of thinking and 
not necessarily writing.  It does recur. 
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T: When you look back at your own POW experience now, do you feel there are 
parts that you remember better than others, or parts that you perhaps don’t want to 
remember? 
 
C: I’m not quite sure.  I think that the parts that I remember maybe had more sense 
or substance for me at that particular time.  Parts of the experience were so 
humdrum and so every day the same thing, nothing particularly unusual, that that is 
usually blotted out and just kind of forgotten.  When I contrast my own experience 
with that of buddies of mine, I really got off well in comparison to them.  I never had 
to do any work to speak of, and I was never really physically abused at all at any 
particular time, and I think poor medical attention isn’t abuse really.  It might be 
now, but not then. 
 
T: When you get together with former POWs or former members of your unit, do 
you feel, can I say it, guilty at all that you, to use your phrase, got off that easy? 
 
C: I think that crossed my mind on occasion, to tell you the truth, particularly—not 
necessarily the guys with whom I go to the POW group now, because our 
experiences have been varied enough.  But the fellows I knew and lived with from 
March all the way until December.  I’m kind of aware of the fact that I was fortunate.  
Even being blown up, and they weren’t. 
 
T: Yes.  It’s the turn of events that left you in, from your own description, a fairly, 
comparatively good surroundings. 
 
C: Yes.  That’s true. 
 
T: Now you’re a member of American Ex-POWs. 
 
C: Yes. 
 
T: How long have you been a part of that group? 
 
C: Oh, gosh!  I guess when I first got…I can’t even remember how long it was.  It’s 
been some years, and I had money enough and I joined as a life member and figured 
now they won’t have to bug me for money (chuckles).  They still do, but it has been 
quite some time.  For a long time I didn’t have any association with the Valley 
Chapter, because I didn’t know they existed.  After they bugged me and got a list 
with my name and touched base with me, then I associated myself with them. 
 
T: How do you think they’ve helped you over the years, the organization? 
 
C: I think that in one way what they try to do is, they try to be sure that the guys they 
know are aware of the fact that the VA is there to assist and to help.  Right now there 
are any number of physical conditions that can be just assumed if you were a 
prisoner of war.  So that eases this whole business of having relationships with the 
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VA.  It’s interesting, because it varies upon the state you’re in.  New Mexico for 
example, there isn’t a POW down there who isn’t one hundred percent disabled, and 
yet there are guys in Oregon who have never gone to the VA for a thing.  They 
should. 
 
(2, A, 71) 
 
T: The VA has done an about face, though, over the years. 
 
C: Well, they hopefully have, and I think this man principally who was the last one, 
apparently made some effort to do this.  It also depends just upon the people in the 
local area.  I don’t think I was ever…I think once I was turned down for something 
and I can’t recall what it was now.  But I went to the VA League that I also belong to.  
As a life member.  I told them what my concern was, and they looked at my material 
and suggested some things, and I resubmitted it and I was granted one hundred 
percent disability. 
 
T: How long have you been one hundred percent now? 
 
C: Oh, for several years. 
 
T: Let me shift gears a bit and ask, when you got back away from your POW 
experience, how often did you have dreams or even nightmares, specifically about 
your POW experience? 
 
C: I think it was related almost as much as, or more, to the combat experience.  I can 
recall…in French towns at that particular time there was a certain atmosphere or 
smell, and whether it was what was being burned in the stoves like charcoal or what 
have you, or if it was (***) mist in front of the barn or whatever you got, but I 
captured a scent that I could identify.  Many years ago I was down on the Oregon 
coast, and it was in the winter.  It was cold and there were fires in fireplaces and 
things, and I smelled the same thing and somebody told me later that in terms of 
memory, I think olfactory recognition and remembering is a very strong one. 
 I can recall too in hikes in the woods out here or with family, being very 
aware of where the ditch was and where the low country, the low area, was so that if 
I needed to seek some protection from fire, artillery or what have you, it was close.  
And that went on for several years. 
 
T: Almost automatically, I hear you saying. 
 
C: Really it did.  It was a part of me.  Now, some guys were very, very spooked by 
noises and I think that…in the Midwest if you’re sick and tired and frightened of the 
thunder, I don’t know where you’d go.  It’s always there.  But that really didn’t seem 
to bother me too much.  I think a big backfire or something like that of a truck or a 
car would startle me. 
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T: When you were going to school, and you went to the University of Minnesota, or 
when you began your teaching career there in Oregon, did the people you went to 
school with or worked with know you had been a POW? 
 
C: I think some fellows…I can recall one fellow.  I was in a drafting class on the top 
floor of the engineering building, and he had been in Italy, if I recall, and we would 
tell war stories now and again.  I think it was apparent that somewhere along the 
line I had indicated in some fashion that I had wound up that way.  But we told 
stories and laughed about things that are so grizzly and ghastly now that you 
wonder… 
 
T: It took the right kind of conversation partner to laugh about it. 
 
C: I think so.  Yes, I think it did. 
 
T: Talking about your experience through the years.  Has that been something that 
you’ve been able to do, really, since 1945? 
 
C: At first, I think I mentioned to you that the first former prisoner group that I was 
associated with was Phil Brain and the [Minneapolis] West Lake Y.  He would 
dragoon me into going to these Y Clubs and high schools and talking with them or 
having them ask questions.  I did that maybe a half a dozen times over the years that 
I was still back there.  I don’t know if they appreciated it necessarily, but I thought I 
did my deal anyway. 
 
T: Right.  Do you feel now looking back that that may have been beneficial to you? 
 
(2, A, 124) 
 
C: Quite possibly, because if you’re going to do a decent job, you’ve got to organize 
your thoughts.  That’s what I’m doing for this talk I have to give on 4 May.  And make 
some semblance of truth and clarity.  So I suppose it did in some ways. 
 
T: One of the last things I want to ask you is about your trips back to France, back to 
Wingen sur Moder. 
 
C: Oh, yes. 
 
T: You mentioned the first time was 1989, and I’m wondering if you could sort of 
talk about what prompted you to go and to go then? 
 
C: I think that that was something that was always in the back of my mind.  I 
mentioned to you that my son, Chris, when he was in Europe after he graduated 
from the University of Oregon, he spent a year—the Wanderjahr, the backpack and 
off you go.  He was interested in going back to Wingen sur Moder, and he took the 
train, which didn’t amount to much then, and visited the town and walked around 
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and this kind of thing.  That kind of intrigued me to an extent and so I guess—when 
you’re raising kids and getting ready for college and things like this and paying for it, 
trips to Europe are farther down on the list.  Eventually, and this was ’89—I retired 
in ’84—so we’d had a chance to kind of get our feet on the ground as far as 
everything at home was concerned.  We decided that this is what we would do.  I 
think we flew SAS and we flew separate jets and we went to Berlin first.  We had to 
go to Frankfurt and then…Pan Am and British Air and Air France were the only 
three lines that could fly into Berlin. 
 
T: That’s exactly correct.  Yes. 
 
C: We started there and we spent several days just looking at things in Berlin that 
we wanted to.  I‘d like to go back there again someday.  Then we took the train from 
there down to Munich, and of course, that meant going through East Germany.  That 
was interesting in some small way.  But we weren’t abused or anything like this.  
Then once we were in Munich, we did the things in Munich.  We rented a car there 
and we did the romantic road, Rothenburg ob der Tauber, and the other towns along 
the way.  We went down to Berchtesgaden [far southern Germany] and to Salzburg 
[city in Austria].  Then we came back.  We had to come back to Salzburg and started 
down through the towns in the areas that I could remember we marched across. 
We wound up in…we went to the cemetery at St. Avold, because I wanted to 
find the plot and the headstone of Bob Walsh, the fellow who had been in our 
platoon.  He was the first person in our platoon to be killed.  We visited there, and 
there was a German in charge and he was very helpful.  We asked him if he could call 
ahead to Wingen sur Moder to the owner of the hotel there to be sure that we had 
our rooms, and we did.  He was very gracious (***).  Then we drove from St. Avold 
down to Wingen sur Moder. 
 
T: What would you say if you were to describe it, what would you say you were 
looking for in Wingen sur Moder? 
 
C: I suppose I just wanted to see again the houses and the ridge and the land and the 
river that I had some hazy recollection of.  We stopped at the Hotel Wink and for 
some particular reason, I can’t tell you why, I had mentioned to the son of the owner 
why I was there.  He got on the phone to a lady with whom we visited last May, this 
is Linda Bergmann, to say that there was a real live American there who was 
returning to visit December 3.  December 3 in the history of that town really didn’t 
amount to much, because they were taken over by the 6th SS Mountain Division 
around 1 January, when Operation Nordwind came along.  The 70th Division fought 
long and hard to hold the town and to drive the Germans out and they were 
successful.  So when the people in Wingen think in terms of American soldier, they 
think of the 70th Division in January. 
But I wanted to get the views on that thing.  No, we were here on the 3 
December.  I know.  So Mrs. Bergman, all of a sudden, Norma and I were having 
dinner in the hotel dining room and the waitress came up and said there was a lady 
here who would like to talk with you, would you mind?  I said I didn’t have the least 
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idea who it was, but they could let us know.  Sure.  In came Linda Bergman with her 
daughter, and she told me in halting English who she was and what she was 
interested in.  We talked at some length.  She took us to her home that night for 
coffee and more chatter, and her husband, Jackie, has a motorcycle shop and 
dealership in Wingen sur Moder (chuckles).  So if you need help with a motorcycle 
and you’re in that town, see Jackie Bergmann. 
 
T: Got it. 
 
C: And the next day she took us in her car to some of the spots around the town that 
she thought we might remember, and most of them had reference to the fighting in 
January.  But we struck up this kind of acquaintance and we have carried on a slow, 
but now and again, kind of correspondence all this time.  She thinks that she can 
remember when my son, Chris, was there.  Back in the ’70s. 
 
T: It’s a small enough place, I guess.  It’s really off the beaten track. 
 
C: Yes.  But you know, it’s interesting.  One thing that you should know.  You might 
have heard of Lalique crystal. 
 
T: I don’t think so. 
 
C: Well, you’re forgiven (chuckles).  That’s all right.  Lalique crystal, if you were to 
buy it here, you would go to Tiffany or you’d go to Sachs or something like this.  It’s 
high end, kind of a frosted crystal and it’s manufactured in Wingen sur Moder.  Now, 
the other town that we were in then and last May was Bachara.  We visited there.  I 
had to tell the lady that the last time, or the time I was there in 1944, we went into 
the factory floor and the floor was covered with shards and chunks of broken glass, 
and we had a chance for a hot meal and to see a meal that night.  We were able to get 
off the line for just that much time. 
 
T: Your visits back have been positive ones. 
 
C: Oh, I think so.  Very much so.  This last one really was a delight.  When my son, 
Chris, was there in the late ’70s he was, of course, on his own and he wound up in 
the town late and went to the hotel and he paid for his room that night.  He had to 
get up early the next morning and get the train out, and the fellow that was in the 
hotel didn’t think he had paid, and so they followed him to the railroad station and 
he said that the cook was there too, with a knife.  They were going to see to it that he 
paid.  And here he is, well, he was twenty-one.  Somebody came to his rescue and 
said he has paid, but a lady in the town who had a little shop said that he came to her 
shop wanting to buy an apple or a candy bar or something like that, and he told her 
why he was there and she could speak a little English.  She has been a friend ever 
since.  In fact, it’s a shame now when you go to her house because she undoes 
champagne and things like that for you.  I’m embarrassed. 
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T: It’s interesting how these return visits have built these connections that have 
maintained themselves. 
 
C: They have.  Very definitely they have. 
 
(2, A, 230) 
 
T: The last question I have for you is this: if you think about your POW experience 
those many months, how would you describe the way that that changed you as a 
person, or did it? 
 
C: It must have.  It must have in a variety of ways.  I think it made me much less 
picky, if I ever was, when it came to food.  But you know, we grew up in the 
Depression and my father had a menial job and with very little money.  We always 
rented houses.  I think when the rent went up, then you’d move to another house.  
One of those things.  So whatever you had on your plate, you ate.  And I remember 
vividly that my cousin, who was treated a little differently, when he came to our 
house to eat and he was finicky and didn’t do a thing, he ate.  Thanks to my dad.  So I 
think that things like that made me much more appreciative of what we have around 
here, when I stop to think about it. 
 
T: Sure.  Do you think you’re a different type of person, personality, in any respect, 
or did your folks, when your folks saw you when you came back, do you think they 
saw the same young man who had left? 
 
C: He was older and skinnier.  But he was still red-headed.  I can’t say that now 
(chuckles). 
 
T: Right.  Time changes in many ways, right? 
 
C: It’s hard to know.  I suppose that over the years maybe I’ve become…I’ve become 
much more hard-headed politically than I ever was before.  Thank goodness.  My 
father was a rock-ribbed Republican and those were the arguments that we had 
when I was at home.  I voted for Harry Truman and I was glad.  That was my first 
presidential election—1948. 
 
T: Sure.  At this point, let me thank you on the record for your time this evening.  
This has been a most enjoyable conversation. 
 
C: You certainly are a victim or a glutton for punishment it seems to me.  One of the 
two (chuckles). 
 
END OF INTERVIEW 
